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Declaration of Dr. Victor Shoup in Support of Petition for
Covered Business Method Review ofU.S. Patent No. 8,577,813

I, Victor Shoup, Ph.D., declare as follows:

i. My nameis Victor Shoup.

z. I have been retained by Apple to provide opinions in this proceeding

relating to U.S. Patent No. 8,577,813 (813 patent’).

I. BACKGROUND

3. I received a Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and

Mathematics from the University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire in 1983. I received

my Doctorate in Computer Science from the University of Wisconsin at Madison

in 1989. I worked as a researchscientist at Bellcore and at IBM Research Zurich.

Mywork there included design of cryptographic protocols such as a new public

key cryptosystem (now called the Cramer-Shoup cryptosystem) that achieved

higher levels of security than were previously thought possible in a practical

scheme.

4. I have been Professor of Computer Science at the CourantInstitute of

Mathematical Sciences at New York University since 2002 (initially as an

Associate Professor, and as a Professor since 2007). I teach a variety of graduate

and undergraduate courses on cryptography. Since 2012, I have also beenapart-

time visiting researcher at the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center in Yorktown,

New York, where I collaborate with the Cryptography Research Group, which

does work on a range ofprojects from the theoretical foundations of cryptography
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to the design and implementation of cryptographic protocols, such as

homomorphicencryption.

a. Myareas of research include cryptography and number-theoretic

algorithms, and I have published over 60 papers in these areas. In the area of

cryptography, I have made substantial contributionsin the sub-areasofdigital

signatures, public key encryption, hash functions, distributed computation, session

key exchange, and secure anonymouscredentials.

6. I wasalso an editor of the ISO18033-2 standard for public-key

encryption, which was published in 2006.

7. I have been on the program committee of numerous international

conferences on cryptography, and was the Program Chair at Crypto 2005 (Crypto

is the premier international conference on cryptography). I have also acted as a

consultant on cryptographic protocols for several companies.

8. In recognition of my contributions to the field of cryptography, I was

named a Fellow of the International Association for Cryptographic Research

(IACR) in 2016, for fundamental contributions to public-key cryptography and

cryptographic security proofs, and for educational leadership.

9. I have given a numberof invited lectures on my research in

cryptographic protocol design. In 2005, I published a textbook on the

mathematical underpinningsof cryptographytitled 4 Computational Introduction

4
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to Number Theory and Algebra, which I have madeavailable online for free at

http://www.shoup.net/ntb. I am also currently writing a textbook on applied

cryptography. It is available in draft form at http://toc.cryptobook.us.

10. Iam listed as an inventor on 6 United States patents, several related to

authenticated key exchange, one related to secure multi-party computation, and

onerelated to public-key encryption.

11. Acopy of my curriculum vitae is attached as Appendix A.

12. Iam being compensated at my normalconsulting rate for my work.

My compensation is not dependenton the outcome of this CBM proceedingor the

related litigation, and doesnot affect the substance of my statements in this

Declaration.

13. Ihave no financial interest in Petitioner. I have no financial interest in

the °813 patent.

II. LEGAL PRINCIPLES

14. Iam not an attorney. For purposesofthis declaration, I have been

informed aboutcertain aspects of the law that are relevant to my analysis and

opinions.

15. [have been informedthat the claim terms in a CBM review should be

given their broadest reasonable construction in light of the specification as

commonly understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art.
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16. [have been informedthat lawsofnature, abstract ideas, and natural

phenomenaarenotpatenteligible.

17. I have been informedthat an application of an abstract idea, such as a

mathematical formula, may be patenteligible if the patent claims add significantly

more than routine, conventional activity to the underlying concept.

18. Ihave been informedthat an important and useful clue to patent

eligibility is whether a claim 1s tied to a particular machine or apparatusor

transformsaparticular article into a different state or thing, according to the so

called “machine-or-transformationtest.” I have been informed that the machine-

or-transformationtest is not the only test for patent eligibility.

19. Ihave been informedthat the Supreme Court’s decision in Alice Corp.

Pty. v. CLS Bank Int’l, 137 S. Ct. 2347 (2014), articulates a two-step framework

for distinguishing patents that claim ineligible abstract ideas from those that claim

eligible applications of those ideas. In step one, the court must determine whether

the claimsat issue are directed to a patent-ineligible abstract concept. If the claim

is directed to an abstract idea, the analysis proceeds to step two. In step two, the

elements of the claim must be searched, both individually and as an “ordered

 

combination,” for an “inventive concept” —1.e., “an element or combination of

elements that is “sufficient to ensure that the patent in practice amounts to

significantly more than a patent uponthe [ineligible concept] itself.” Jd. at 2355

6
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(alteration in original). I am informed that a patentee cannot circumventthe

prohibition on patenting abstract ideas by limiting the idea to “a particular

technological environment,” nor by adding “insignificant postsolution activity,” or

“well-understood, routine, conventional”features.

Il, DESCRIPTION OF THE RELEVANT FIELD AND THE RELEVANT

TIMEFRAME

20. Ihave reviewed and understandthe specification, claims, andfile

history of the °813 patent. I have also reviewedthelist of exhibits attached hereto

as Appendix B. Based on myreview of these materials, I believe that the relevant

field for purposes of my analysis is computer science, including the areas of data

security, encryption, and security algorithms. As described above, I have extensive

experience in the relevant technology.

21. The ’813 patent issued on November 5, 2013 from an application filed

on September 20, 2011. Jd. The ’813 patent is a continuation and a continuation-

in-part of numerous U.S. Applications, the earliest of which, App. No. 11/677,490

(now US. Patent No. 8,001,055 (Ex-1004)), wasfiled on February 21, 2007. The

patent also claimspriority to four provisional applications: Application Nos.

60/775,046 (Ex-1121), 60/812,279 (Ex-1122), 60/859,235 (Ex-1123) and

61/031,529, (Ex-1124). The earliest of which wasfiled on February 21, 2006; the
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latest of which wasfiled February 26, 2008, andis the first application to disclose

Figure 31 and the description of the embodiments claimedin the ’813 patent.

IV. The ’813 Patent

A. Specification and Claims

22. The ’813 patent describes a secure database called a “Universal

Secure Registry” (“USR’), which is “a universal identification system ... used to

selectively provide personal, financial or other information about a person to

authorized users.” Ex-1001, ’813 patent at 3:66-4:1. The patent states that the

USRdatabase is designedto “take the place of [| conventional forms of

identification” when conducting financial transactions to minimize the incidence of

fraud. E.g., id. at 4:12-15. The patentstates that various forms of information can

be stored in the database to verify a user’s identity and prevent fraud: (1)

algorithmically generated codes, such as a time-varying multicharacter code or an

“uncounterfeitable token,” (2) “secret information” like a PIN or password, and/or

(3) a user’s “biometric information,” such as fingerprints, voice prints, an iris or

facial scan, DNA analysis, or a photograph. See id. at 42:29-36, 12:19-31, Fig. 3.

The patent does not, however, describe any new technology for generating,

capturing, or combining such information.

23. Instead, the patent emphasizes that the USR database can be

implemented in “a general-purpose computer system”using “a commercially
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available microprocessor” running “any ... commercially available operating

system.” Jd. at 10:9-15. The alleged inventionis also “not limited to a particular

computer platform, particular processor, or particular high-level programming

language.” Id. at 10:58-60. The USRdatabaseitself “may be any kind of

database” and communication with the database maytake place over “any

[network] protocol.” Jd. at 10:24-26, 11:24-28, Fig. 1. Transactions to and from

the database are encrypted using known methods,andaccessrestrictions for users

are implemented using known cryptographic methods. Jd. at 4:1-11.

24. Inits complaint against Apple, USR identified 813 patent claim 1 as

“exemplary” of the other claims of the patent. Claim 1, which is described by, for

example, Figure 31 (shown below), claims “an electronic ID device configured to

allow a user to select any one of a plurality of accounts associated with the user to

employ in a financial transaction.” Jd. at 51:65-67. The claimed electronic ID

device contains several generic components: (1) a biometric sensorthat receives a

biometric input from the user (367); (2) a user interface whereby a user can input

secret information (such as a PIN code) andselect the account he or she wants to

access (364); (3) a communication interface that can communicate with the secure

registry (366) and with a point of sale device (354) capable of communicating with

the secure registry; and (4) a processor (not shown) that can grant accessto the

electronic ID device via authentication by biometric and/or secret information and

9
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generate encrypted authentication information from some combination of a

nonpredictable value and the biometric and/or secret information to send to the

secure registry. Id. at 12:19-54.

UNIVERSAL SECURE REGISTRY

ow ! ACCOUNT1
360 

Ex-1001, ’°813 patent, Fig. 31.

B. Prosecution History

25. [have been informedthat the ‘813 patent wasfiled as U.S.

Application No. 13/237,184 (“’813 application”) on September 20, 2011. (Ex-

1001.) The ’813 application claimed priority back to the four provisional

applications, No. 60/812,279, filed on June 9, 2006, Provisional Application No.
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60/859,235, filed on Nov. 15, 2006, Provisional Application No. 60/775,046,filed

on February 21, 2006, and Provisional Application No. 61/031,529,filed on

February 26, 2008.

26. Ihave been informedthat with the filing, Patent Owner included

International Search Reports from three PCT applications with the filing

documentation of the ‘813 application as part of the Information Disclosure

Statement. See Ex-1005, “813 Patent File History, 09/20/2011 Documents

Submitted With 371 Applicationsat 1, 8, 25.

27. Ihave been informed that on September 26, 2011, Patent Ownerfiled

a Petition to Make Special Based on Age for Advancement of Examination under

37 C.F.R. § 1.102(c)(1). See Ex-1006, ‘813 Patent File History, 09/26/2011

Petition Automatically Granted by EFS. Thepetition was automatically granted.

Id.

28. Ihave been informed that the examiner issued a Non-Final Rejection

on August 15, 2012. See Ex-1007, ‘813 Patent File History, 08/15/2012 Non-Final

Rejection. The examiner rejected application claims 1-2, 4-6, and 13-20 (issued

claims 1, 2-4, and 11-18) under 35 U.S.C. § 102 as anticipated by U.S. Patent App.

Publication 20020178364 (“Weiss”). Id. at 3. The examineralso rejected

application claim 3 under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as obvious over Weiss in view of U.S.

Patent App. Publication 20040117302 (“Weichart’”) (explaining that although

11
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Weiss does not explicitly teach a POS system with a magnetic strip reader and a

converter device to emulate the output, Weichart includes the missing limitations).

Id. at 8.

29. Ihave been informedthat the examinerrejected application claim 7

(issued claim 5) under § 103 as obvious over Weiss in view of U.S.Patent No.

6,819,219 (“Bolle”), explaining that Bolle “teaches a memory stor[ing]

information employed by the device to authenticate the biometric received by the

biometric sensor.” Jd. at 9.

30. Ihave been informedthat the examiner rejected application claims 8-

12 (issued claims 6-10) under § 103 as obvious over Weissin view of Bolle and

further in view of an Official Notice. Jd. at 10. The reasoning of the Official

Notice is included below.

The Examinertakes Official Notice it is well knownin the art a mismatch or non-

matched biometric reading not belongingto the rightful user provides a negative result which

prevents access. It would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention was made to modify the devices as disclosed by Weiss/Bolle Combination by

incorporating a measure which prevents access when biometric readings do not match as taught

by Official Notice in order to increase security to personal equipment and information.

 
31. Ihave been informedthat the examineralso rejected claims under the

non-statutory doctrine of double patenting. Jd. at 13.

12
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32. Ihave been informed that Patent Owner respondedto the Non-Final

Office Action on December 17, 2012. See Ex-1008, 813 Patent File History,

12/17/2012 Amendment/Req. Reconsideration After Non-Final Rejection. Patent

Owner amendedthe specification to properly reference the newly issued ‘220

patent. Jd. at 2.

33. Ihave been informed that Patent Ownercanceled application claim 3

“without prejudice or disclaimer.” Jd. at 9. Patent Owner also amended

application claims 1-2, 4-5, 9, 12-16, and 20 (issued claims 1, 2-3, 7, 10-14, and

18). Jd. at 3. Claim 1 (also issued claim 1) was amended as follows:

1. (Currently Amended) An electronic ID device configured to allow a userto select any one of

a plurality of accounts associated with the user to employ in a financial transaction, comprising:

a biometric sensor configured to receive a biometric input provided bythe user;

a user interface configured to receive a user input including secret information knownto the

user and identifying information concerning an accountselected by the userfrom the plurality of

accounts;

a communication interface #akconfigured to communicate with a secure registry; and

a processor coupled to the biometric sensorto receive information concerning the biometric

input, the user interface and the communication interface Hak, the processor being programmed to
 

activate the electronic ID device based on successful authentication by the electronic ID device ofat

least one of the biometric input and the secret information, the processor also being programmed

such that once the electronic ID device is activated the processor is configured to generate a non-

predictable value and to generate encrypted authentication information from the non-predictable

value, theidentifyineinformation, and-atleast-one-of information derived from at least a portion of

the biometric input, and the secret information, and to communicate the encrypted authentication

information via the communication interface Hnkto the secure registry.
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34. Ihave been informed that Patent Ownerarguedthat the amendment

traversed Weiss becausetheprior art does not “teach or suggest the generation of

authentication information from the non-predictable value, information derived

from at least a portion of the biometric input, and the secret information.” Jd. at 9.

35. [have been informedthat the examiner issued a Final Office Action

on January 17, 2013. See Ex-1009, “813 Patent File History, 01/17/2013 Final

Rejection. In addition to reiterating the previous rejections, the examiner rejected

all claims under 35 U.S.C. § 112 for indefiniteness, citing a lack of antecedent

basis for the phrase “the device”in all claims. Jd. at 3-7.

36. Ihave been informed that Patent Owner conducted a telephone

interview with the examiner on March 7, 2013, the summary of whichfollows.

See Ex-1010, “813 Patent File History, 03/19/2013 Applicant Initiated Interview

Summary at 5.

Main discussion objective was to provide greaterclarification of invention asit relates to claim lanquage. It was
pointed out to the Examinerthat the pending application contains an additional step that is not found in the prior art
Weiss. After further discussion, review, and consideration; the Examiner agreed. To further clarify the invention as a

whole, claim 2 will be rolled into claim 1 and subject matter related with claim 2 will be added to the other independent
claims.. 

37. Ihave been informed that Patent Owner responded to the Final Office

Action following the phone call on March 7, 2013. See Ex-1011, ‘813 Patent File

History, 03/07/2013 Response After Final Action. Patent Owner canceled

application claim 2 without prejudice or disclaimer. Jd. at 8. Patent Owner

14
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amended application claims 1, 4-18, and 20-24 (issued claims1, 2-16, and 18-22).

Id. Citing the examiner interview, Patent Ownerexplainedthat the parties “agreed

that incorporation of dependent claim 2 into independentclaim 1 results in

allowable subject matter.” Id.

1. (Currently Amended) An electronic ID device configured to allow a user to select any one of

a plurality of accounts associated with the user to employ in a financial transaction, comprising:

a biometric sensor configured to receive a biometric input provided by the user;

a userinterface configured to receive a user input including secret information known to the

user and identifying information concerning an accountselected by the user from the plurality of

accounts;

a communication interface configured to communicate with a secure registry;-and

a processor coupled to the biometric sensorto receive information concerning the biometric

input, the user interface and the communication interface, the processor being programmedto

activate the electronic ID device based on successful authentication by the electronic ID device ofat

least one of the biometric input and the secret information, the processor also being programmed

such that once the electronic ID deviceis activated the processoris configured to generate a non-

predictable value and to generate encrypted authentication information from the non-predictable

value, information associated with dert-ed-from at least a portion of the biometric input, and the

secret information, and to communicate the encrypted authentication information via the

communication interface to the secure registry;and

wherein the communication interface is configured to wirelessly transmit the encrypted

authentication information to a point-of-sale (POS) device, and wherein the secure registry is

configured to receive at least a portion of the encrypted authentication information from the POS
 

device.

 
38. Ihave been informed that Patent Owner also amendedapplication

claims 4-14 (issued claims 2-12), adding the limitation of the “electronic ID”

device that corresponds with claim 1. Jd. A similar amendment was made in
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application claim 15 (issued claim 13). Patent Owner amended application claims

16-18 (issued claims 14-16) to include the limitation of the “electronic ID” device

that corresponds with the amendmentsto claims 1 and 15 (issued claims 1 and 13).

Id. at 5.

39. Ihave been informed that Patent Owner also amendedapplication

claims 22-24 (issued claims 20-22) to include the limitation of the “electronic ID”

device that corresponds to the amendmentsto claims 1 and 20 (issued claims | and

18). Id. at S.

40. Ihave been informed that the examiner issued a Notice of Allowance

on March 19, 2013. See Ex-1012, ‘813 Patent File History, 03/19/2013 Notice of

Allowanceand Fees Due.

41. The *813 patent subsequently issued on November 5, 2013.

C. Rejection of Patent Family Members Under §101

42. Ihave been informedthat after the application that led to the ’813

patent was granted, Patent Ownerfiled four subsequent continuation applications.

The applications are U.S. Appl. Nos. 14/071,126, 15/045,408, 15/661,943, and

15/661,955. All four patent applications currently stand rejected, inter alia, for

failing to claim patentable subject matter under §101. See e.g. Exs-1014-1017.

The rejected continuation patent applications contain claimsthat are substantially

similar to those in the ’813 patent. For example, the chart below provides the
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languageof a currently-rejected claim of U.S. Patent Application No. 14/071,126

(“126 application’’) and claim 1 of the ’813 patent:!

°126 Patent Application, Claim 21 °813 Patent, Claim 1

An electronic ID device configured to
encrypt information to enable execution of a
secure operation, comprising:

a biometric sensor configured to receive a
biometric input provided bya user;

a user interface configured to receive a
user input including secret authentication
information known to the user and

information indicative of a secure operation to
be executed:

a communication interface configured to
communicate with a system configured to
execute the secure operation;

a processor coupled to the biometric
sensor, the user interface, and the
communication interface, the processor being
programmedsuchthat after the electronic ID
device receives at least one of the biometric

input and the secret authentication
information, the processoris configured to
generate a non-predictable value and to
encrypt the non-predictable value,
information derived from atleast a portion of
the biometric input, and information derived

 
An electronic ID device configured to

allow a user to select any one of a plurality of
accounts associated with the user to employ in
a financial transaction, comprising:

a biometric sensor configured to receive
a biometric input provided by the user;

a user interface configured to receive a
user input including secret information known
to the user and identifying information
concerning an account selected by the user
from the plurality of accounts;

a communication interface configured to
communicate with a secure registry;

a processor coupledto the biometric
sensor to receive information concerning the
biometric input, the user interface and the
communication interface, the processor being
programmedto activate the electronic ID
device based on successful authentication by
the electronic ID device ofat least one of the

biometric input and the secret information, the
processor also being programmed such that
once the electronic ID deviceis activated the

processoris configured to generate a non-

! The claimsof the other pending patents are similarly continuationsof the

“813 patent and claim substantially the same subject matter as those in the chart

and in the ’813 patent. The examinersimilarly rejected the claims under § 101, as

documented in the § 101 rejections provided for the three applications.
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from at least a portion of the secret predictable value and to generate encrypted
authentication information to generate authentication information from the non-
encrypted authentication information, and to|predictable value, information associated with
communicate the encrypted authentication at least a portion of the biometric input, and
information via the communication interface|the secret information, and to communicate
to the system configured to execute the secure|the encrypted authentication information via
operation. the communication interface to the secure

registry; and

wherein the communication interface is

configured to wirelessly transmit the
encrypted authentication information to a
point-of-sale (POS) device, and wherein the
secure registry is configured to receive at least
a portion of the encrypted authentication
information from the POSdevice.

 
43. The patent examiner reasonedthat the rejected pending claims ofthe

°126 application are directed toward “automating mental tasks” and the abstract

idea of “receiving andprocessing data,” noting specifically that the elements of

authenticating an identity and activation of an electronic device for use in

transactions do not add “significantly more”to the claims beyondthis abstract

idea. Ex-1014 at 19. In addition, the examiner foundthat the incorporation of an

implementing device into these claims “does not provide meaningful limitations

beyond generally linking the use of an abstract idea to a particular technology

environment and requires no morethan a generic computer to perform generic

computer functions.” Jd.

44. On November 29, 2017, Patent Owner conducted a telephonic

interview with the examinerto discuss the § 101 rejection of the ?126 application.
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As explained in the summary of the interview dated December 5, 2017, the

examiner was not persuadedby the applicant’s position and the claims stand

rejected. Id. at 5.

V. LEVEL OF ORDINARYSKILL

45. [understandthat a person of ordinary skill in the relevantfield is a

hypothetical person to whom an expert in the relevant field could assign a routine

task with reasonable confidence that the task would be successfully carried out. I

further understandthat the level of skill in the art is evidenced bypriorart

references.

46. Theprior art demonstrates that a person of ordinary skill in theart, at

the time the 813 patent was effectively filed, would have a Bachelor’s Degree in

electrical engineering, computer science, or a related scientific field, and

approximately two years of work experience in the computersciencefield

including, for example, operating systems, database management, encryption,

security algorithms, and secure transaction systems, though additional education

can substitute for less work experience and viceversa.

47. Based on my experience, I have an understandingof the capabilities

of a person of ordinary skill in the relevantfield. I have supervised and directed

many such persons over the course of my career. Further, I had at least those

capabilities myself at the time the patent wasfiled.
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VI. GROUNDS FOR STANDING (37 C.F.R. § 42.304(A))

A. The ’813 Patent Qualifies As A CBM Patent

(37 C.F.R. § 42.301)

48. [have been informed that Section 18(d)(1) of the AIA on its face

covers a wide range offinance-related activities, including activities that are

financial in nature, incidentalto a financial activity or complementary to a

financial activity. I have been informed that under Section 18 of the AJA,the

Board mayinstitute a CBM review proceeding for any patent that qualifies as a

CBM patent. I have been informed that section 18 of the AIA defines a “covered

business method”as a claim that both (1) claims a method or corresponding

apparatus for performing data processing or other operations usedin the practice,

administration, or managementofa financial product or service; and (2) is not

directed to a technological invention. In my opinion,the ’813 patent satisfies both

requirementsfor at least the reasonsset forth below.

1. At Least One Claim Of The ’813 Patent Is A Method Or

Corresponding System Used In ThePractice,
Administration, Or ManagementOf A Financial Product
Or Service

49. [have been informedthat a patent qualifies for CBM review as long

as “the subject matter of at least one claim 1s directed to a covered business

method.” I have been informedthat the definition of “covered business method

patent”is not limited to products and services of only the financial industry, or to
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patents ownedby or directly affecting the activities of financial institutions such as

banksand brokerage houses. I have also been informedthat the plain text of the

statutory definition contained in § 18(d)(1) on its face covers a wide range of

finance-related activities. I have been informedthatthe correct inquiry is not

whether the claimed invention only has application in business contexts, but

whether the claimed invention is a method or apparatus for performing data

processing or other operations used in the practice, administration, or management

of a financial product or service. I have been informedthat the claims should be

read in light of the specification when making this determination.

50. All claims of the ’813 patent meet these requirements. For example,

independentclaims | and 24 (and those that depend from them) disclose a system

and method for providing or denying access to information related to a user stored

in a secure databasein the context of a “financial transaction.” Ex-1001, 813

patent at claims 1 and 24. The specification defines a financial transaction as

including “transactions conducted on-line or at a point of sale using credit or debit

accounts, banking transactions, purchasesor sales of investments and financial

instruments or generally the transfer of funds from a first account to a second

account.” Jd. at 43:6-12. Similarly, dependent claims 7, 12-14, 17, 20-23, and 25-

26 all explicitly recite financial transactions, user account numbers, purchases,

and/or selection of products or services. See id. at claims 7, 12-14, 17, 20-23, and
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25-26. Andall independentclaims recite a “point of sale” device. Seeid. at

claims 1-26.

51. Moreover, the patent specification makesclear that the “accounts”

recited in all patent claims can be financial in nature. See, e.g., id. at 6:66-7:1 (“In

still another aspect, a user device is configured to allow a user to select any one of

a plurality of accounts associated with the user to employ in a financial

transaction.”); 7:47-50 (“authorizing the POS deviceto initiate a financial

transaction involving a transfer of funds to or from the account selected by the user

whenthe encrypted authentication information is successfully authenticated”).

2. The ’813 Patent Is Not Directed To A “Technological
Invention”

52. I have been informedthat a patent that otherwise qualifies as a CBM

patent is nevertheless excluded from CBMreviewifit is directed to a

?

“technological invention” —.e., if “the claimed subject matter as a whole”
 

(1) “recites a technological feature that is novel and unobviousoverthe prior art”

and (2) “solves a technical problem using a technical solution.” In my opinion,the

claimsof the ’813 patent do not meet either prong of the technological invention

exclusion.
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i. The ’813 patent claims include only conventional
technology components that were well known in the
art.

53. I have been informedthatthe first prong of the test analyzes whether

the differences betweenthe claimed invention andthe priorart are technological

features. I understand that the Federal Circuit has affirmed the USPTO’slisted

characteristics that, if found, would preclude a finding of a “technological

invention”: 1) mere “recitation of known technologies”; 2) “reciting the use of

known prior art technology”; and 3) “combiningpriorart structures to achieve the

normal, expected, or predictable result of that combination.”

54. The only arguably technological elements of the challenged claims are

as follows:

°813 Patent Claim Well-Known Technological Features

Independent Claim 1__|Electronic ID device, biometric sensor,
user interface, communication interface,

processor, POSterminal, secure registry
(database)

Dependent Claim 2 No additional technologicalfeatures 
23
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Dependent Claim 7 No additional technologicalfeatures

Dependent Claim 12__|No additional technologicalfeatures

Independent Claim 16|User interface, communication interface,
interface with POSterminal, processor
implied), secure regi

Dependent Claim 18|No additional technologicalfeatures

Dependent Claim 19|No additional technologicalfeatures

Dependent Claim 20|No additional technologicalfeatures

Dependent Claim 21|No additional technologicalfeatures

Dependent Claim 22|No additional technologicalfeatures

Dependent Claim 23|No additional technologicalfeatures

Independent Claim 24|Electronic ID device, POS terminal,
processor (implied), secure registry
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 Dependent Claim 26|No additional technologicalfeatures

55. Under these guidelines, the ’813 patentfails to disclose a

“technological feature” because the claimed features—an electronic ID device

(comprising a user interface, communication interface, and processor), database

implementing an identity verification system and a POS device/terminal—were

indisputably well known asofthe patent’s February 26, 2008 priority date and are

implemented in a conventional manner. Thatis, the processor performs standard

data operations such as comparing data, performing calculations, and executing

commands,the user interface accepts user input, the communication interface

communicates, and the secure registry database stores and controls access to

conventional information such asa user’s financial or medical records. See, e.g.,

Ex-1001,’813 patentat cl. 16 (limitations reciting standard computer and

33 ce 33 ce 33 cc

networking functions “authenticating,” “activating,” “generating,” “receiving,” and

“communicating’”).

56. The named inventordid not claim to have invented a new computer,

processor, database, or Internet system. Instead, he leveraged known technology to

claim methods for verifying an account holder’s identity based on codes and/or

information related to the account holder before enabling a transaction. Indeed, the
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°813 patent repeatedly touts the generic nature of its components and

implementation, emphasizing that the claimed inventionis nottied to any

particular technology, but can be implemented in “a general-purpose computer

system” using “a commercially available microprocessor” running “any

commercially available operating system.” Furthermore, the USRitself is not a

special database; rather, the USR database “may beany kind of database,” which

can communicate using “any [network] protocol.” Ex-1001, ’813 patent at 10:1,

10:9-24, 11:4-17.

57. The ’813 prosecution history provides further evidence that the °813

claims are not technically distinguishable from the prior art. For example, the

amendments made to overcomeprior art during prosecution wereall non-technical

in nature and the claims were ultimately allowed based on a non-technical

distinction overthe prior art. See Ex-1008, “813 Patent File History, 12/17/2012

Amendment/Req. Reconsideration After Non-Final Rejection (amending claim to

add conventionalaccessrestriction (e.g., biometric or passcode authorization) to

use of processor); Ex-1011, ‘813 Patent File History, 03/07/2013 Response After

Final Action (rolling limitation of claim 2 requiring communication with generic

POSdevice into claim 1).
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ii. The ’813 patent does not solve a technical problem with
a technicalsolution.

58. The ’813 patent also fails the second prong of the technological

invention test because it does not solve a technical problem with a technical

solution. I understandthat this prong requires a review ofthe patent’s

specification to determine what problem the claimed invention purportedly solves.

If the problem is nontechnical, the patent does not meet the technological invention

exception. Moreover, I understand that where the specification recognizes that

technology known in the art could be used to reach the desired result, the patent

does not solve a technical problem with a technicalsolution.

59. The ’813 patent states at the outset that it is directed to a system for

“authenticating identity or verifying the identity of individuals and otherentities

seeking accessto certain privileges and for selectively granting privileges and

providing otherservices in response to such identifications/verifications.” Ex-

1001, °813 patent at 1:36-46 (describing the “field of invention”). Howto control

access to informationstored in a particular location is a problem asold as society

itself. Although humans have more recently employed computers to make identity

verification more precise and transactions more secure, the underlying problem of

ensuring that people conducting transactions are who theyclaim to beis inherently

non-technical.
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60. Moreover, the patent does not provide a novel “technical solution” to

this purported problem. Instead, it merely claims using wholly conventional and

generic computers to perform commonfunctions like receiving information,

comparing received values to stored values, and controlling access to stored

information based onthe result. See, e.g., Ex-1001, ’813 patent at 11:36-45 (“A

comparison by the user or the code generator between the provided number and an

expected numbercan validate, to the user (or other entity) or the code generator,

that communication is with the database and not an imposter.”’); see also id. at

10:1-23, Fig. 1. This does not constitute a technical solution to the problem

identified above. Moreover, as explained above, all amendments made during

prosecution were nontechnical in nature. Thus, the claimed subject matter of the

°813 patent, taken as a whole, does not solve a technical problem using a technical

solution.

VII. PROPOSED CLAIM CONSTRUCTIONS FOR CBM REVIEW (37
C.F.R. § 42.304(b)(3))

61. I understandthat for purposes of this covered business method review

proceeding, in comparingthe claim languageto thepriorart, I am to construe that

claim language as a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time ofthe alleged

invention would do in light of the specification. I also understand that in

proceedings before the Board, patent claimsare to be given their broadest
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reasonable interpretation, consistent with the teachingsof the specification andfile

history.

62. Ihave reviewedthe claim constructions explicitly set forth in the

Petition from that perspective and, in my opinion, believe the constructionsare

consistent with the broadest reasonable interpretation in light of the specification.

Atthis time, I have no opinion as to whether these constructions would be the

properconstructions for any district court litigation involving the °813 patent.

A. Biometric Input (All Challenged Claims)

63. I understand that Apple’s proposed construction for “biometric input”

as used in the 813 patent means “information about a user’s physical

characteristics, such as fingerprint, voice print, signature, iris or facial scan, DNA

analysis, or personal photograph.”

64. This construction is consistent with the plain meaning ofthe term, and

is further supported by the specification, which describes biometric information
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using substantially identical language.? Ex-1001, ’813 patent at 4:29-34

(“biometric identification such as a fingerprint, voice print, signature,iris or facial

scan, or DNA analysis”); 31:64-66 (“biometric information can be fingerprint

information, a voiceprint, DNA codesofthe first user’). Consistent with the use of

the biometric inputin the specification, Webster’s Dictionary defines biometric

authentication as “[a] method of authentication that requires a biological scan of

somesort, such as a retinal scan or voice recognition.” Ex-1018, Webster’s

Dictionary, 65. Similarly, Microsoft Computer Dictionary defines biometrics as

2 The ’813 patent specification includes one passagethat describes a

“personal identification number (PIN)”as an example of biometric information.

Ex-1001, ’813 patent at 13:12-15. That passage is inconsistent with other

statements in the intrinsic record that describe biometric information as

information that relates to a user’s physical characteristics and distinct from a PIN.

For example, the specification elsewhere distinguishes PIN numbers from

biometric information. Ex-1001, ’813 patent at 4:29-34 (“The identity of the user

possessing the identifying device may beverified at the point of use via any

combination of a memorized PIN numberor code, biometric identification such as

a fingerprint, voice print, signature, iris or facial scan, or DNA analysis, or any

other method ofidentifying the person possessing the device’).
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“the science of measuring and analyzing human biological characteristics. In

computer technology, biometrics relates to authentication and security techniques

that rely on measurable, individual biological stamps to recognize or verify an

individual's identity. For example, fingerprints, handprints, or voice-recognition

might be used to enable access to a computer, to a room,or to an electronic

commerce account. Ex-1019, Microsoft Computer Dictionary, 50.

B. Secret Information

65. I understand that Apple’s proposed construction for “secret

information”as used in the ’813 patent means “information known andinput by an

authorized user, such as a PIN, a phrase, a password,or a passcodeof the user.”

66. This construction is consistent with the specification and claims. For

example, the abstract and specification describe secret information as “known to

the user,” Ex-1001, 813 patent at Abstract, 7:4-7, which may comprise “a PIN, a

phrase, a password, etc.” Jd. at 12:25-29, 42:29-36. The secret informationis part

of the claimed authentication process. See, e.g., id. at Claim | (“the processor

being programmedto activate the electronic ID device based on successful

authentication by the electronic ID device of at least one of the biometric input and

the secret information’). It is input by a uservia the userinterface (id. at 7:4-7,

51:7-15), and then combined with other pieces of information, such as biometric

data, to create encrypted authentication information, whichis transmitted to the
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secure registry for identity verification. Id. at 7:25-30; see also, e.g., id. at claim 1.

In some embodiments, the secret information may include identifying information

concerning an account(id. at 50:21-22) or a PIN number(id. at 50:40-44).

67. That the information is known andinput by an authorizeduseris

consistent with the overall purpose of the invention, whichis to provide an

identification system “that will enable a person to be accurately identified ...

and/or authenticated without compromising security, to gain access to secure

systems and/or areas.” Jd. at 3:57-64 (Summary of the Invention). If the

information were known and usedby others, then the security of the system would

be compromised.

C. Authentication Information

68. I understand that Apple’s proposed construction for “authentication

information”as used in the ’813 patent means “information used by the electronic

ID device and/or the secureregistry to verify the identity of an individual.”

69. This construction is consistent with the plain meaningofthe term and

the patent specification. The patent uses the terms “verification,” “identification,”

and “authentication” interchangeably. Jd. at 3:57-64 (“There is thus a need for an

identification system that will enable a person to be accurately identified

(‘identification’ sometimesbeing usedhereinafter to mean either identified or

verified) and/or authenticated without compromising security, to gain access to
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secure systems and/or areas.”). According to the specification and claims,

authentication information is generated from a combination of a “non-predictable

value, the identifying information, and at least one of the information concerning

the biometric input and the secret information.” Jd. at 7:13-18.

70. The construction is also consistent with how the term is used in the

specification. For example, the patent specification describes how authentication

information is used as follows:

According to one embodiment, the processor is configured to generate
a non-predictable value and to generate encrypted authentication
information from the non-predictable value, the identifying
information, andat least one of the information concerning the
biometric input and the secret information, and to communicate the
encrypted authentication information via the communication link to
the secure registry.

Id. at 50:14-20. The authentication information is also discussed as transmitted by

the POS device: “In a further embodiment, the communication link wirelessly

transmits the encrypted authentication information to a point-of-sale (POS) device,

and the POS device is configured to transmit at least a portion of the encrypted

authentication information to the secure registry.”

D. Point-of-Sale Device

71. Tunderstand that Apple’s proposed construction for “point-of-sale

device” as used in the ’813 patent means“a device located at a point ofsale
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capable of transmitting and/or receiving informationrelated to a financial

transaction.”

72. This construction is consistent with the patent specification. The

backgroundof the invention refers to “a substantial installed base of interfaces (for

example,at points of sale, at automatic teller machines (“ATM”), and the like) that

include magnetic card readers,” whichit states are likely to be replaced by “RF

devices that transmit information wirelessly” in the future. Jd. at 3:18-36. When

discussing the claimed invention,the specification later discloses that the

electronic ID device “communicat|es]| the encrypted authentication information...

to a secure registry via a point-of-sale (POS) device to authenticate or not

authenticate the device with the secure registry,” and that the secure registry

ultimately “authoriz[es] the POS device to initiate a financial transaction involving

a transfer of funds to or from the account selected by the user when the encrypted

authentication information is successfully authenticated” or “deni[es] the POS

device from initiation of the financial transaction involving a transfer of funds to or

from the account selected by the user when the encrypted authentication

information is not successfully authenticated.” Jd. at 7:35-54; see also id. at 45:4-

17, 50:23-33, 51:7-26.

73. The POSdevicealso transmits and receives information about the

financial transaction in addition to authentication information. Jd. at 40:52-56
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(“For example, where the system 100 is employed in conjunction with a check-

authorization process, the converter device 102 may receive an indication that the

user has sufficient funds to cover the amount of the checkthat is presented at a

point of sale.”); 43:12-15 (“The system includes a user device 352, a point-of sale

(“POS”) device 354 and a universal secure registry 356 which can communicate

with one another wirelessly, and/or over a network 357.”); 51:7-26

(“...communicating the encrypted authentication information from the device to a

secure registry via a point-of-sale (POS) device ... to initiate a financial transaction

involving a transfer of funds to or from the account selected by the user....”);

43:54-57 (“In general, the POS device 354 may be any type of POS device as

known to those of ordinary skill in the art. In accordance with some embodiments,

the POS device 354 includesa display 368, a user interface 370 and a

communication link 372.”). see also Fig. 31 below.
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UNIVERSAL SECURE REGISTRY

 
E. Secure Registry (All Challenged Claims)

74. Tunderstand that Apple’s proposed construction for “secure registry”

as used in the 813 patent means “a database with accessrestrictions.”

75. The construction is consistent with the ’813 claims. For example,

claim 1 describes the secure registry as receiving encrypted authentication

information, and claim 16 describes the secure registry as used to authenticate an

electronic ID device. Claim 20 further describes the secure registry as capable of

identifying a user and a selected accountusing the encrypted authentication

information. This construction is further supported by the specification, which
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describes the claimed invention as a “Universal Secure Registry.” The Universal

Secure Registry is described as a “database” throughoutthe specification. See also

id. at 4:12-20 (describing the invention as a database); Fig. 1 (depicting the USR as

a databasefilled with entries about persons); 9:61-63 (“In the illustrated

embodiment, the database 24 contains a universal secure registry database’);

49:37-41 (“Although the above-described system 350 employs the USR 356 to

facilitate the preceding operations, the above approach may be employed with

alternative systems that include a secure database with the user’s account

information.”).

VII. CLAIMS 1-26 OF THE ’813 PATENT ARE UNPATENTABLE

UNDER35 U.S.C.§ 101 (37 C.F.R. § 42.304(b)(4))

76. I understand that in Alice Corp. Pty. v. CLS Bank Int’l, the Supreme

Court raised the bar for establishing subject matter eligibility for computer-

implemented inventions under 35 U.S.C. § 101, unanimously affirming the

judgmentof the Federal Circuit invalidating claims directed toward computer-

based schemes to manage “settlementrisk”in financial transactions. I understand

the Court confirmedthat, in light of “the ubiquity of computers,” limiting a claim

covering an abstract concept to a “wholly generic computer implementation”is

insufficient to transform the idea into a patent-eligible invention. 134 S. Ct. at

2358.
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77.  Tunderstand that Alice articulates a two-step frameworkfor

distinguishing patents that claim ineligible abstract ideas from those that claim

eligible applications of those ideas. I understand that in step one, the court must

determine whetherthe claimsat issue are directed to a patent-ineligible abstract

concept. Jd. If the claim is directed to an abstract idea, the analysis proceeds to

step two. I understand that in step two, the elements of the claim must be searched,

both individually and as an “ordered combination,” for an “inventive concept”—

1.e., an element or combination of elements that is ‘sufficient to ensure that the

patent in practice amounts to significantly more than a patent upon the[ineligible

concept] itself. I understand that a patentee cannot circumventthe prohibition on

patenting abstract ideas by limiting the idea to “a particular technological

environment,” or by adding “insignificant postsolution activity,” or “well-

understood, routine, conventional” features, Mayo Collaborative Servicesv.

Prometheus Laboratories, Inc., 132 S. Ct. 1289, 1299 (2012). Thus, “the mere

recitation of a generic computer cannottransform a patent-ineligible abstract idea

into a patent-eligible invention.” Alice, 134 S. Ct. at 2358.
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A. Alice Step 1: The ’813 Patent Claims Are Directed to the Abstract
Idea Of Verifying an Account Holder’s Identity Based On Codes
And/OrInformation Related to an Account Holder Before

Enabling a Transaction

78. The ’813 patent fails the first step ofAlice because the claims are

directed to the abstract idea of verifying an account holder’s identity based on

codes and/or information related to the account holder before enabling a

transaction.

1. Independent Claim 1

79. The claim 1 of the ’813 patent, which USRhas characterized as

“exemplary”of the other patent claims, recites in its preamble:

An electronic ID device configured to allow a user to select any one
of a plurality of accounts associated with the user to employ in a
financial transaction, comprising:

Ex-1001, °813 patent at clazm 1. The electronic ID device’s processoris

configured to perform a two-step authentication process prior to allowing the user

access to the selected account, first, locally via biometric or secret information, and
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then apparently’ remotely via encrypted authentication information transmitted to

the secure registry.

80. Although claim 1 is limited to a computer system, the underlying

problem that the claim purports to solve is age old: verifying the identity of

individuals and other entities seeking accessto certain privileges. Jd. at 1:36-46

(“Embodiments of the invention generally relate to systems, methods, and

apparatus for authenticating identity or verifying the identity of individuals and

other entities seeking accessto certain privileges and for selectively granting

privileges and providing other services in response to such

identifications/verifications.”). I understand that limiting this pre-Internet problem

to using a computer database cannotconfer patent eligibility.

81. The claimed verification method1s also directed to an abstract concept

for the additional reason that the claim recites nothing more than a mentalprocess.

For example, a person in possession of a spreadsheet containing the same

3 The specification discusses the use of encrypted authentication information

to verify a user’s identity before authorizing a transaction. (’813 patent at 51:7-

26.) °813 claims 1-23, however, stop short of discussing the authentication process

that the specification describes as taking place at the USR. Claim 24 includes

limitations regarding “authorizing” and “denying”a transaction.
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information as the Electronic ID device could perform the same comparison

between a received value and an expected value to determine whetherto grant a

particular user access to an Electronic ID device, generate encrypted authentication

information, and send that on to a database. As a result, in my opinion,the identity

verification system claimed in claim 1 is drawn to an unpatentable abstract idea.

82. The patent specification also fails to meaningfully limit the breadth of

the claimedabstract idea. More specifically, the patent specification does not limit

the claims to specific hardware or software, but instead emphasizes the broad range

of systems in whichthe invention can be implemented. Jd. at 10:1-4 (“The

computer system may be a general purpose computer system’); 10:24-26 (“the

database may be any kind of database”’); 10:58-60 (“It should also be understood

that the inventionis not limited to a particular computer platform, particular

processor,or particular high-level programming language’”’); 11:24-28

(“Communication between the interface centers 27 and the computer system may

take place accordingto any protocol’). Moreover, although the ’813 patent places

significant emphasis on database security (see, e.g., °813 patent at Abstract (“The

user device includes a communication link configured to communicate with a

secure registry, and a processor coupled to the biometric sensor to receive

information concerning the biometric input, the user interface, and the

communication link. The processor is configured to generate a non-predictable
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value and encrypted authentication information from the non-predictable value, the

identifying information, andat least one of the information concerning the

biometric input and the secret information, and communicate the authentication

information via the communication link to the secure registry.”); 1:12-19

(describing the “field of invention”as relating to “selectively granting privileges

and providing other services in response to such identifications/verifications.”), it

imposes nolimits on how to implement such security in the database, how to

communicate with the secure database, or how to implement these concepts in the

Electronic ID device. For example, the specification provides only a generic

description of prior art encryption and security protocols used by the claimed

invention to protect transmissions to/from the database as well as the information

stored in the database. Jd. at 4:1-5 (“Transactions to and from the database may

take place using a public key/private key security system to enable users of the

system andthe system itself to encrypt transaction information during the

transactions. .. .”); 4:21-36 (“Access to the USR system may be by smart card,

such as a SecurID™ card, or any other secure access device.”); 11:28-35 (“To

enhancesecurity, especially where communication takes place over a publicly

accessible network such as the Internet, communicationsfacilitating or relating to

transmission of data from/to the USR database 24 or the computer system 10 may
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be encrypted using an encryption algorithm, such as PGP, DES,or other

conventional symmetric or asymmetric encryption algorithm.”’).

83. Finally, as explained above, the Patent Office recently found that four

continuation applications of the *813 patent, which contain claims covering

substantially the same subject matter as those of the °813 patent, were invalid

under §101 because they were directed to the abstract idea of “receiving and

processing data.” See Exs-1014-1017. The examiner further found that the

elements of authenticating an identity and activation of an electronic device for use

in transactions do not add“significantly more”to the claims beyondthis abstract

idea. Jd. Rather, taken alone or as an ordered combination, the claims did not

“provide meaningful limitations beyond generally linking the use of an abstract

idea to a particular technology environment” and “require[] no more than a generic

computer to perform generic computer functions.”

84. For the foregoing reasons, claim 1 of the ’813 patentis directed to the

unpatentable abstract idea of verifying an account holder’s identity based on codes

and/or information related to the account holder before enabling a transaction.

2. The Remaining Claims

85. The remaining claimsof the °813 patent all claim the sameabstract

idea. All three independent claims (1, 16, 24) commonly claim a system/method

of authenticating user identity to grant access to an Electronic ID device. Claim
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16 is directed to a method performedby substantially the same system recited in

system claims 1 and 24.* Seeid. at claims 1, 16, and 24. I understandthatit is

well established that method claims“in the guise of a device” do “not overcome

the Supreme Court’s warning to avoid permitting a ‘competent draftsman’ to

endow abstract claims with patent-eligible status.” Thus, all three independent

claims are directed to the sameabstract idea: verifying an account holder’s identity

based on codes and/or information related to the account holder before enabling a

transaction.

86. The dependent claims of the ’813 patent are likewise directed to the

same abstract idea because they contain conventional components used in

conventional waysor only ancillary post-solution limitations. For example, claim

2 requires a discrete code (which is nothing morethanasecret key) to be

associated with the electronic ID device. Claim 3 requires the biometric input to

be transmitted to the secure registry as a prerequisite to creating authentication

* Minordifferences between the independentclaims exist, but in my opinion,

all are merely incidental to the core identity verification function. For example,

claims 16 and 24 contain additional limitations relating to the authorization or

denial of a financial transaction by a point of sale device that are not present in

claims | or 16.
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information. Claims 4 and 7 require the secret information to include specific

information suchas identifying information (claim 4) or a PIN number(claim 7).

Claims 5-10 cover an embodiment including a memory that stores information

relevant to biometric authentication (claim 5), requires biometric authentication

prior to any user input(claim 6), requires the secret information to include a PIN

(claim 7), limits access to data on the electronic ID device pending authentication

(claim 8), encryption of stored data stored data (claim 9), or generate a “seed”

value to generate encrypted authentication information (claim 10). Claim 11

requires the use of specific types of biometric information. Claim 12 requires

generation of account identifying information that does not include the user’s

account number. Claims 13-15, 17, 22, 23, 25, and 26 require userinterface

features such as indicators to be displayed in the user interface for each user

account (claims 13 and 17), options for purchase (claims 14, 22, and 25), and the

ability to select a product or service (claims 15, 23, and 26). Claim 18 requires

authentication prior to activation of the electronic ID device. Claim 19 requires a

seed value to be generated from biometric, secret, and/or a serial number. Claim

20 requires encryption that is decipherable by the secure registry. Claim 21

requires generating an accountidentifier used to create the encrypted

authentication information.
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87. As noted above, claims 10 and 19 cover an embodimentthat requires

the generation of a “seed” valueas part of the generation of encrypted

authorization information. Seed values, which are essentially values input to a

pseudo-random numbergenerator, were well known in the art, and have been used

in security and encryption application for decades. The ’813 patent leaves

unspecified how the seed value is generated and/or used. As such, the use of seed

values doesnotalter the abstract nature of the claims.

88. At bottom, the dependent claims do notalter the abstract nature of the

independent claims because noneofthe additional limitations explains or limits the

abstract idea of verifying an account holder’s identity based on codes and/or

information related to the account holder before enabling a transaction. To the

contrary, all narrowing required by these dependent claims—variations on codes

and biometric data (claims 2, 4, 7, and 11), conditions on access(claims 3, 6, 8,

and18), storage of data (claims 5, 9), different types of encryption (claims 10, 19,

20, and 21), variations on accountidentifying information (claim 12), and user

interface features (claims 13-15, 17, 22, 23, 25, and 26)—1s incidental to the core

abstract conceptandtherefore insufficient to lend patentability.

89. All challenged claims coverthe use of “biometric information”as part

of the verification process. “Biometric information”is defined in the patent to

encompassnearly any physical characteristic of a user, from highly specific
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information such as fingerprints and DNA to more rudimentary forms of

authentication like a picture of the user. Ex-1001, ’813 patent at 42:29-36, 12:19-

31. But whether authentication is performed using encrypted authentication

information or a user’s physical characteristics (or both) likewise does not change

the abstract nature of the claimed invention. Authentication based on physical

characteristics remains an abstract longstandingpractice.

90. All challenged claimsalso require the user to select between one of

multiple accounts, but that does not affect the abstract nature of the claim. Rather,

“accountselection” is merely an abstract process no different from selecting a

credit card in one’s wallet. Jd. at 45:9-12 (describing the system as an “electronic

wallet”); see also id. at 44:39-46. Moreover, the patent makes noeffort to explain

how a particular accountis selected, except to generically describe a user interface

for doing so.

91. Finally, the challenged claimsare no less abstract because they

require multiple pieces of information (secret information, biometric information,

and a non-predictable value) to be combinedto create “encrypted authentication

information.” I understand that the Federal Circuit has held that generating a data

set by taking existing information and organizing this information into a new form

recites an ineligible abstract idea. Moreover, the ’813 patent does not claim a

novel way to generate encrypted authentication information from biometric
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information, secret information, and/or a non-predictable value. Instead, the patent

leaves completely unspecified the methods for combining such information. Id. at

12:45-63; 46:46-67. In addition, the abstract process of verifying a person’s

identity routinely requires consideration of multiple factors. One simple example

is the combination of a person’s physical characteristics and his or her knowledge

of a password before allowing entry to a restricted area. Thus, even when multiple

pieces of information are used together to perform verification, the underlying

“fundamental” processis still abstract.

92. For at least the reasons given above, in my opinion,the claims of the

°813 patent fail the first step of the Alice test.

B. Alice Step 2: The Remaining Limitations Of The ’813 Patent
Claims Add Nothing Inventive To The Abstract Idea Of Verifying
An Account Holder’s Identity Based on Codes And/Or
Information Related To The Account Holder Before Enabling A
Transaction

93. The ’813 patent also fails the secondstep of the Alice test. The patent

takes the abstract idea of verifying an account holder’s identity based on codes

and/or information related to the account holder before enabling a transaction and

adds nothingbutthe instruction to automate the process using conventional,

generic computer hardware. As described above,all claims of the ’813 patent are

directed to systems and methods implemented using generic hardware and

database software that was well known atthe timeoffiling. Indeed, the written
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description emphasizesthat the claimed invention can be implementedin “a

general-purpose computer system”andis “not limited to a particular computer

platform, particular processor, or ... high level programming language.” Id. at

10:1, 10:24-26, 10:58-60, 11:24-28, Fig. 1. This generic databaseis protected

using known methods, and may beaccessed by providing information sufficient to

verify the user’s identity. Jd. at 4:37-40 (“According to one embodimentofthe

invention, a method of controlling accessto a plurality of secure computer

networks using a secure registry system located remotely from the to [sic] secure

computer networksis disclosed.”). The database with whichit interacts can be

“any kind of database,” and it can run on any operating system employing a

general purpose “wide area network ... such as the internet.” Jd. at 10:24; 9:51-54.

Moreover, the database can be used in multiple contexts, including financial,

medical and others. Jd. at 11:66-12:9. These general-purpose elements are neither

inventive nor do they add “significantly more”than the abstract idea of

verification, as I understand Alice requires.°

> In my view,the claims would similarly not pass muster under the “machine

or transformation”test. First, as described throughoutthis petition, the claims do

not cover any particular machine, but instead are drafted broadly to cover any

generic computing device employing a numberof general-purpose computer
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94. As explained below,the limitations of each of the challenged claims,

considered separately or as an ordered combination, do not meaningfully limit the

scope of the underlying abstract idea to whichthe claimsare directed.

a Independent Claim 1

95. All elements of exemplary claim | were well known and conventional

by the priority date of the °813 patent.

96. Asan initial matter, the patent itself admits that the use of biometric

information, secret information, non-predictable values and encryption were

known in the prior art. Jd. at 2:59-63 (“Recently, such devices have seen

technological advancesthat increase their capabilities and improvetheir security.

For example, such devices may now include embeddedprocessors, integral

biometric sensors that sense one or more biometric feature...”); 3:40-43 (“The

bridge device includesa slot for receiving the smart card, a key pad wherebythe

user may enter information (e.g., a PIN number), and a credit card sized extension

member.”); 4:7-11 (“For example, in one embodiment, a smart card such as the

components. And second, the claims do not transform any article from onestate to

another, but instead merely manipulate data, which I understand the Federal Circuit

has found does notconstitute “transformation”of an article from onestate to

another.
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Secure ID™ card from RSI Security, Inc. may be provided with the user’s private

key and the USR system’s public key to enable the card to encrypt messages being

sent to the USR system and to decrypt messages from the USR system 10.”).

Accordingly, the encrypted authentication information itself cannot supply an

inventive conceptat Alice step 2. Likewise, none of the individual claim elements

that implementuse of that encrypted authentication information to control access

to the user’s accountis a technological innovation, as described in the previous

section and below.

97. The specification also makesclear that the other components recited

by claim | are conventional. The biometric sensorrecited in the first limitation is a

generic device “configured to receive a biometric input providedby the user” such

as “fingerprint, voice print, signature, iris or facial scan, or DNA analysis.” Ex-

1001, °813 patent at 7:1-3, 4:32-33, 26:52-57, 5:30-34. The user interfaceis

similarly generic, as the specification describesthat it is merely “configured to

receive a user input includingsecret information known to the user and identifying

information concerning an accountselected by the user from a plurality of

accounts.” Id. at 7:4-7: see also id. at 27:25-29, 50:3-9. The communication

interface is also described generically as “any of a receiver and a transmitter

suitable for wireless communication such as via RF and/or optical signals.” Jd. at

43:21-33, 9:51-54, 50:9-11. And the point of sale terminal with which the system
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can interact is also generic. Jd. at 50:23-28 (“the POS device is configured to

transmit at least a portion of the encrypted authentication information to the secure

registry. Further, the POS device can include a magnetic stripe reader’’); 51:7-26.

98. The claimed processoris also a generic piece of computer hardware.

Id. at 10:58-60 (“It should also be understoodthat the inventionis not limited to a

particular computer platform, particular processor, or particular high-level

programming language”). The claimed functions-- “receiv|ing]” biometric input,

“activat|ing|” the electronic ID device, “generat|ing|” a nonpredictable value and

encrypted authentication information by combining biometric, secret, and other

information, and “communicat|ing]” with the secure registry -- are all rudimentary

computer functions. None of these functions provides the “inventive step”

required at Alice step 2.

99. These claim limitations fail to meaningfully limit the breadth of the

underlying abstract idea because they do notidentify how to verify an account

holder’s identity. In my opinion, automation of these overbroadabstract

limitations through computer software cannotconstitute an inventive concept.

100. Even when the elements of claim 1 are considered as a system

designed to implementan ordered combination, they do not recite meaningfully

more than the underlying abstract idea—1.e., verifying an account holder’s identity

based on codes and/or information related to the account holder before enabling a
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transaction—becausethey again only add conventional components implementing

routine steps to the abstract idea. Even when put together, the elements only claim

a rudimentary identity verification system that is no different in any substantial

wayfrom thosethat already existed in the prior art. In sum,it is my opinion that

these claim limitations amountto nothing more than a conventional computer

performing rudimentary computer functions as part of verifying a user’s identity in

a transaction.

101. Finally, as explained above, the patent office recently found that four

continuation applications of the *813 patent, which contain claims covering

substantially the same subject matter as those of the °813 patent, were invalid

under §101 because they were directed to the abstract idea of “receiving and

processing data.” See Exs-1014-1017. The examiner further found that the

elements of authenticating an identity and activation of an electronic device for use

in transactions do not add“significantly more”to the claims beyondthis abstract

idea. Jd. Rather, taken alone or as an ordered combination, the claims did not

“provide meaningful limitations beyond generally linking the use of an abstract

idea to a particular technology environment” and “require[] no more than a generic

computer to perform generic computer functions.

102. For the reasons given above,the limitations of claim 1 do not

meaningfully limit the abstract idea to which the claim is directed. Therefore,
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under the standardset forth in Alice, claim | of the ’813 patent claimspatent

ineligible subject matter.

2. Independent Claims 16 and 24

103. Claims 16 and 24 cover methods ofperforming authentication via

interactions with a secure registry and a POS device. The claimed methodsteps

are substantially identical to the capabilities claimed in system claim 1. Thereis

no meaningful distinction between these independent claims under § 101. Thus,

the limitations of claims 16 and 24 necessarily fail to confer patenteligibility for

the samereasonsthat the limitations of claim 1 do.

3. Dependent Claims

104. The dependentclaimsof the ’813 patent also do not contain an

inventive concept. As discussed above, these claims contain only post-solution

limitations and additional method steps that were conventional and well known in

the art.

105. None of the dependent claims recites inventive methods for using

conventional hardware, and the only additional hardwarerecited 1s conventional

memory, which has been in use for decades. Instead, these claims contain only

post-solution limitations to and variations on the claimed method and system. See,

e.g., Ex-1001, ’813 patent at claims 2, 4, 7, and 11 (claiming variations on codes

and biometric data), claims 3, 6, 8, and 18 (claiming different conditions for access
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to the secure registry), claims 5 and 9 (claiming basic data storage), claims 10, 19,

20, and 21 (claiming varying methods for generating encrypted authentication

information), claim 12 (claiming variations on account identifying information),

claims 13-15, 17, 22, 23, 25, and 26 (claiming well-known userinterface features).

106. I understand thatit is well established that limiting an abstract idea to

one field of use or adding token postsolution componentdoes not make the concept

patentable, and the Federal Circuit has applied this rule in numerouscontexts.

IX. AVAILABILITY FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION

107. In signing this declaration, I recognize that the declaration will be

filed as evidence in a contested case before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board of

the United States Patent and Trademark Office. I also recognize that I may be

subject to cross-examination in the case and that cross-examination will take place

within the United States. If cross-examination is required of me, I will appear for

cross-examination within the United States during the timeallotted for cross-

examination.

X. RIGHT TO SUPPLEMENT

108. Ireserve the right to supplement my opinionsin the future to respond

to any arguments that the Patent Ownerraises and to take into account new

information as it becomesavailable to me.
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XI. JURAT

I declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true and

that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and

further that these statements were made with the full knowledge that willful false

statements andthe like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both,

under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States code.

Dated: April 18, 2018

 

Dr. Victor Shoup
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